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ABSTRACT
To fulfill their information needs, users submit sets of related queries
to available search engines. Query logs record users’ activities along
with timestamps and additional search-related information. The
analysis of those chronological query logs enables the modeling
of search tasks from user interactions. Previous research works
rely on clicked URLs and surrounding queries to determine if ad-
jacent queries are part of the same search tasks to segment the
query logs properly. However, waiting for clicked URLs or future
adjacent queries could render the use of these methods unfeasible
in user supporting applications that require model results on the
fly. Therefore, we propose a model for sequential search log seg-
mentation. The proposed model uses only query pairs and their
time span, generating results suited for on the fly user supporting
applications, with improved accuracy over existing search segmen-
tation approaches. We also show the advantages of fine-tuning the
proposed model for adjusting the architecture to a small annotated
collection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Search engines are an essential component of the interactions of
users with the World Wide Web. They are crucial to help users
access the ever-increasing amount of information available. A wide
range of needs and desires from users are converted to queries and
submitted to available search engines [8]. Both automatic and man-
ual analysis of search interactions from users enables the modeling
of users’ search patterns. Extracted patterns help to personalize
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search engine interactions. In turn, personalization allows the mod-
ification of search results depending on the user, the retrieval of
advertisement according to user interests, the suggestion of queries
related to user information needs, and other tasks designed to sup-
port the user while she performs her search tasks [3, 8].

Search engine logs register the queries users run in the search
engines to complete their search tasks. Mining those logs allows the
identification of search tasks. Search session segmentation is the
first step inmultiple methods for search task identification[8, 10, 12].
In session segmentation, a sequential log of search queries is parti-
tioned into smaller sequences of queries. The boundaries for the
query log partitions lie in pairs of adjacent queries. To determine if
a query pair is a boundary, one may use time spans between the
queries [7, 10, 12, 18]. If the time span is larger than a certain thresh-
old, the query pair is considered a session boundary, which means
that each query belongs to a different session. More sophisticated
approaches use heuristics-based models [5] or neural networks [3]
to determine the boundaries in the sequential query log. However,
the use of clicked URLs [5] or adjacent queries [3] in the search log
- in both backward and forward directions - represents a limitation
in practical setups, especially in user supporting applications that
require modeling on the fly. In such applications, waiting for the
clicked URL or future queries to populate the model input might
be unfeasible.

Hence, we propose a bidirectional recurrent neural network
(RNN) architecture that segments pairs of adjacent queries based
on semantic representations of queries and time spans between
queries to provide temporal information. The segmentation model
determines if adjacent pairs of queries represent a boundary be-
tween search tasks, without relying on clicked URLs, character-level
representations, or surrounding queries for optimum performance.
Furthermore, we test the segmentation architecture in a fine-tuning
setup [1] to know how the model adapts to a small log dataset.

2 RELATEDWORK
To support users during the information seeking process, it is crucial
to segment query logs correctly according to their search tasks.
Some methods based on time spans between queries have been
proposed to extract task-based sessions from query logs [10]. Also,
search log segmentation based on time is part of several methods
[5, 7, 10, 15, 18]. However, when analyzing search logs, multiple
information needs overlap because users tend to solve various
search problems during their interactions with the search engine
[7, 8, 10]. Because of this multitasking, a time-based session might
contain more than one task session [10, 15]. Still, query timestamp
information is essential. It provides a chronological structure to
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the query logs. Bestlink SVM [18] leverages that chronological
structure by establishing links only with backward queries.

Neural networks have also been applied to session segmentation
in query logs. Context Attention based Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (CA-LSTM) [3] determines if two adjacent queries pertain to
a session boundary or not. Three sequences encode the data, in
contrast with other models [9], where a single input encodes data,
and a bidirectional RNN processes the single input to produce the
model results. Moreover, exploiting the context from query logs
in CA-LSTM is necessary to generate an improvement over the
existing methods and surpass its baseline approach [12], which is
intended to extract the hierarchical structure of tasks and subtasks
embedded in search logs. A heuristics-based session segmentation
method [7] also models search logs as hierarchies of search tasks.
The heuristics-based session segmentation method (HBSSM) [5],
an improved heuristics-based method, leverages pre-trained word
embeddings to provide semantic similarity measures to segment
the query logs, complementing semantic relatedness with temporal,
lexical, and clicked URLs heuristics. Thus, a cascade of heuristics is
applied to each query pair, and manually set parameters provide
thresholds in each heuristic to generate the output of the model.

However, there are some limitations in existing approaches.
Graph-based clustering methods [10, 18] do not scale well, mak-
ing the processing of search logs computationally expensive as
the size of the query log grows. Also, heuristics-based methods
[5, 7] have several manually set thresholds in their rules, making
it challenging to adapt automatically to other labeled datasets if
needed. Likewise, the need for clicked URLs [5] or adjacent queries
to properly segment search logs [3] could be problematic. Some
user supporting applications need on the fly results; thus, they
can not wait for clicked URLs or future user queries to provide
forward context. Also, when dealing with simple search tasks like
fact-finding, typically, a single query could solve the information
need [8]; thus, there is no related context available. Similarly, the
average amount of queries per search task is less than four, based
on data released by widely used search engines [4, 17]. For instance,
there is an average of 3.2 queries per task [7] and 3.5 queries per
task [15] in publicly available search task datasets.

3 A NEW TASK SEGMENTATION APPROACH
3.1 Task segmentation problem
Tasks are recognized as a good atomic unit to divide search logs
[8, 10]. Thus, to extract semantically related patterns from a chrono-
logically ordered search log, it is crucial to identify which queries
relate to the same information need [18]. More formally, the task
segmentation is defined as follows. Let us consider a sequence of
queries S = {q1, ...,qn }, a collection of pairs of successive queries
C = {(q1,q2), (q2,q3), ..., (qn−1,qn )} and its respective known la-
bels L = {l1, ..., ln−1} where li ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ J1;n − 1K. The task
segmentation goal is to correctly predict the labels of unseen query
pairs, where li = 1 or li = 0 indicate if qi+1 and qi belong to the
same search task or not, respectively.

3.2 The proposed BiRNN approach
Our proposed BiRNN-based architecture (Figure 1) processes search
query vector representations and learns to identify task boundaries

Figure 1: Segmentation architecture with a bidirectional re-
current neural layer along with an attention mechanism.

in pairs of successive queries. The architecture relies on a bidi-
rectional recurrent layer, a commonly used layer for processing
sequential information [1, 6, 9]. Furthermore, some studies in the
field of Neural Machine Translation showed that intermediate out-
put states from recurrent layers could significantly improve the
performance of the initial models [11]. Therefore, following these
conclusions, we include an attention mechanism in the segmenta-
tion architecture to leverage the information from the intermediate
output states. Additionally, completely different queries from a lex-
ical standpoint might represent very similar information seeking
needs. For example, “constantinople" and “istanbul archeology"
could represent semantically related information needs because
Istanbul and Constantinople refer to the same city, but there is no
lexical similarity between the two queries [7, 15]. These discrepan-
cies could affect the ability of methods that rely on character-level
information to extract task patterns from query logs. Thus, we
do not use character-level information to encode queries. Instead,
we use word embeddings to capture the semantic meaning of the
queries. In the following, we describe the components of the pro-
posed approach.

3.2.1 Input representation. We used word embeddings to repre-
sent queries in the search log (Figure 1). As queries are short texts,
we map every query to a single vector by averaging together all the
word embeddings of the query. This query representation – used in
several recent studies [5, 12, 15] – allows us to keep both the syntac-
tic and semantic information of the query content [15]. Moreover,
we concatenate the time span in seconds between the queries in
the pair. For the experiments to evaluate the model with adjacent
queries for context, every adjacent query vector is appended to the
query pair representation, respecting the sequential order in which
queries appear in the search log.

3.2.2 Recurrent neural network. An RNN is a type of neural
network ideally suited to process sequential information. In con-
trast with previous methods [10, 12, 15, 18], RNNs tend to scale
adequately and perform well when dealing with sequential data [1].
RNNs store information from input sequences by using iterative
function loops [14]. To store information, RNNs have a hidden state
vector, which works as a memory while the network processes



the sequence in the forward direction [14]. BiRNNs were proposed
to process the input sequence simultaneously in a forward and
backward direction. To do so, they compute forward hidden states
and backward hidden states. Concatenating forward and backward
hidden states enables the generation of outputs that leverage infor-
mation from preceding and following steps in the sequence [11].

In our proposed approach, we add an attention mechanism [11]
at the output of the bidirectional RNN (Figure 1). The forward and
backward hidden states of the bidirectional recurrent layer are
concatenated to the attention mechanism output before applying
dropout. The proposed BiRNN-based model uses a fully connected
layer that takes the dropout result as input (Figure 1). Then, Softmax
is used to generate the results in the fully connected layer, indicating
if the two queries are part of the same task or not.

3.2.3 Configurations of the proposed BiRNN approach. Four al-
ternative configurations are studied for the proposed BiRNN ap-
proach as a result of two hyperparameters: time span location and
recurrent unit type. The time span dt ime_span can be placed in the
initial layer (Figure 1) or the concatenation layer [3], at the attention
mechanism output. The latter is inspired by previous works such
as [16], where the late concatenation of extra features improved
performances in text classification. Regarding recurrent unit types,
we consider both LSTMs and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [2, 14].

Dataset WSMC12 CSTE

Segmentation model Accuracy F-score Accuracy F-score

Logistic regression 0.733 0.238 0.634 0.322
K-Nearest Neighbors 0.865 0.701 0.708 0.460
SVM, linear kernel 0.735 0.022 0.669 0.232
SVM, RBF kernel 0.742 0.055 0.671 0.105
Naive Bayes 0.773 0.306 0.643 0.223
QDA 0.323 0.428 0.534 0.553
Random Forest 0.862 0.742 0.725 0.502
AdaBoost 0.862 0.739 0.721 0.504
GPC 0.905 0.811 0.720 0.417
Decision Tree 0.882 0.777 0.759 0.541
HBSSM 0.886 0.813 0.656 0.627

BiRNN LSTM - time at AL 0.921 0.861 0.784 0.651
BiRNN GRU - time at AL 0.927 0.867 0.789 0.648
BiRNN LSTM 0.931 0.875 0.788 0.663
BiRNN GRU 0.937 0.884 0.751 0.604

Table 1: Model performance with GRUs, LSTMs, and time
span at the attention layer (AL). Results are statistically sig-
nificant against the baseline with p ≤ 0.05.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Datasets and evaluation considerations
Two datasets were considered in this work: the Webis Search Mis-
sion Corpus 2012 (WSMC12) dataset [7] and the Cross-Session Task
Extraction (CSTE) dataset [15]. To evaluate the performance of the
different approaches, we used the Accuracy and F -score measures
with 10-fold cross-validation. The Student’s paired t-test provided
the test for statistical significance [15]. We used the GloVe publicly
available pre-trained word vectors [13] for computing the search

query vector representations. Word vectors have a coverage of
96.2% for the WSMC12 dataset, which has 8840 queries, and 84.5%
for the CSTE dataset, which has 1424 queries. To train the segmen-
tation architecture, we minimized the cross-entropy loss with the
Adam optimizer. The learning rate was set to 10−4, batch size to
256, layer size to 32, training steps to 6 x 104, and dropout to 0.3.

4.2 Evaluation results
4.2.1 Comparison of results. We compared the proposed ap-

proach to the state-of-the-art HBSSM approach as a baseline. We
also considered other supervised machine learning approaches like
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel and Radial Ba-
sis Function (RBF) kernel (γ=2, C=1), K-Nearest Neighbors (n=3),
Gaussian Process Classification (GPC) with (κ[γ=1]), and Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis (QDA), along with CA-LSTM [3] to eval-
uate the proposed model in several context scenarios (Tables 1,
2). Additional to the query pair representation (Section 3.2.1), we
provided query texts and clicked URLs, when available, to the base-
line HBSSM approach so that it was possible to compute all the
heuristics specified for the model. We also flattened the query pair
representation for methods that required a unidimensional vector
as input, ensuring that all methods got the query pair and its time
span as input information.

Our proposed segmentation architecture obtains very satisfac-
tory results, surpassing the remainingmethods used for comparison.
Moreover, GPC – the best performing method from the traditional
machine learning approaches – gets results close to the HBSSM per-
formance and matches the accuracy of CA-LSTM, even exceeding it
in some context scenarios. Nonetheless, results from our proposed
segmentation architecture outperform the previous recurrent model
in all context scenarios. The trained BiRNN GRU architecture is
also faster than the HBSSM baseline. We measured the query pair
processing time using a CPU-only virtual instance with a CPU fre-
quency of 2.397 GHz, taking the average time per query pair for all
the pairs in the WSMC12 dataset. The trained BiRNN GRU architec-
ture took around 15ms per query pair, while the HBSSM approach
took around 61ms. This difference in execution time represented a
speedup of 4 for our proposed architecture.

Likewise, concatenating the time spans to the attention mecha-
nism decreases the performance of the proposed architecture. The
best scenario happens when the query vectors and the time span
information are part of the input sample representation. This con-
figuration allows the computation of hidden state vectors inside
the bidirectional layer that rely upon both the query pair semantic
content and the time between them. Similarly, the bidirectional
output vectors depend on both semantic and time information to
feed the attention mechanism.

4.2.2 Impact of query context. We also analyzed how the model
behaves when adding adjacent queries for session segmentation.
We computed query vectors for each adjacent query and appended
the query vectors to the original pair, respecting the order in which
they appeared in the original search log. Half of the adjacent queries
precedes the query pair, while the remaining half follows the query
pair in the chronological search log. When the input includes ad-
jacent queries for context, we do not see any improvement in the
accuracy of the segmentation architecture. Although the addition



No. of queries 2 4 6 8 10
CA-LSTM 0.863 0.878 0.904 0.898 0.903
BiRNN LSTM 0.929 0.921 0.920 0.915 0.912
BiRNN GRU 0.935 0.920 0.927 0.919 0.917

Table 2: Segmentation model performance for the WSMC12
dataset with additional adjacent queries for recurrent archi-
tectures. Results are statistically significant with p ≤ 0.05.

of adjacent query vectors still exceeded other baseline methods,
overall, none of the results improved the performance of the query
pair without context (Table 2). Such a result is essential because the
average amount of adjacent queries per search task is around three.
Similarly, simple information needs like fact-finding are usually
solved with only one query [8]. Furthermore, forward context can
be a critical drawback, especially when supporting user informa-
tion needs. Applications like query suggestion must respond on the
fly. They cannot wait for future queries to provide context to the
model.

No pre-training Pre-training

Segmentation model Accuracy F-score Accuracy F-score

BiRNN LSTM - time at AL 0.784 0.651 0.787 0.649
BiRNN GRU - time at AL 0.789 0.648 0.782 0.644
BiRNN LSTM 0.788 0.663 0.769 0.644
BiRNN GRU 0.751 0.604 0.803 0.665

Table 3: Fine-tuning the recurrent architecture to realize seg-
mentation on the CSTE dataset.

4.2.3 Fine-tuning with a smaller dataset. Scarce data poses chal-
lenges to deep learning architectures, and fine-tuning is one of the
alternatives to deal with small datasets [1]. Table 3 presents the
results for the fine-tuning experiments. When performing 10-fold
cross-validation on the CSTE dataset, without doing fine-tuning,
we got an accuracy of 0.751. After pre-training with the WSMC12
dataset, the accuracy increased to 0.803. Thus, the BiRNN archi-
tecture configuration with the time span at the input and GRU
recurrent units gave the best performance when fine-tuning. Over-
all, it represents the best performance with the smaller CSTE dataset
when considering all the tested methods. The results mentioned
above highlight the ability of the model to perform well when
processing datasets with a limited number of samples, a common
scenario because of the difficulty for obtaining large search query
logs and the cost associated with labeling them [18].

5 CONCLUSION
We proposed a bidirectional RNN architecture with an attention
mechanism for segmenting search query logs by identifying task
boundaries on them. Experimental results showcase the improve-
ment of the proposed architecture over the baseline method, outper-
forming the other approaches used for comparison. Once trained,
the proposed model is also several times faster than the heuristics-
based baseline. Furthermore, there is no need for clicked URLs,

character-level representations, or additional queries surrounding
the query pair to provide context to the model. This result is es-
pecially relevant given the mean number of queries per task in
datasets from widely used search engines and the fact that infor-
mation needs like fact-finding and other simple tasks are usually
solved with only one query. Also, the proposed segmentation model
performs well when fine-tuning with a smaller query log dataset.
Fine-tuning performance is useful given the scarcity of publicly
available labeled collections from search engines and the cost of
labeling large search logs. Future work includes, first, the use of
other text representations to encode queries and the analysis of
its impact on model metrics. Secondly, we will also investigate at-
tention mechanism alternative configurations and other recurrent
units to modify the architecture of the segmentation model.
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